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Team Ads was started in the year 2002. We apply our fresh perspective and extensive collection of
skills to create or enhance any web design project. Providing key solutions in a variety of platforms
and scripting language, we focus on the clients goals to bring their vision to life.

Team Ad's was started in the year 2002. We apply our fresh perspective and extensive collection of
skills to create or enhance any web design project. Providing key solutions in a variety of platforms
and scripting language, we focus on the clients goals to bring their vision to life. Of course, if your
ideas haven't found their way onto paper or you haven't decided on the particulars, we can help
guide you. Specializing in custom design solutions including website development, SEO, Graphic
design and more. we find the beauty in every new challenge.

Team Ad's is an complete solution to your web needs. Team Ad's Offers WebSite Designing  and
Development services, Internet Marketing / SEO services, E Brochures, Website Maintenance,
Flash CD- Presentations, Domain Registration and Hosting.

We will provide you a complete solution to your web needs. We offer a complete range of solutions
for every type of project. We are committed to complete customer satisfaction, and our goal is to
satisfy you. 

Best Services we are offering for our Customers

We are skilled in developing HTML Websites, Dynamic Web sites, Flash Websites, HTML / Flash
Cloning, Website Rework, Website maintenance, Directory Submission, Article Submission,
Blogs/Forums Posting, Logo Designing, Flyer Designing and all kinds of Designing works.

Web Designing

Our web site designs are creative and our graphics are excellent. Each site is unique - designed to
your specifications and to answer your requirements. Each web site is carefully constructed using
handwritten HTML and DHTML coding or other programming where needed. This ensures a reliable
site, with the lightest possible footprint and best performance. Our web designers and graphics
people works in a wide variety of media, to the latest multimedia developments.

SEO - ( Search Engine Optimization )

Search engine traffic does not just magically appear without effort, you have to optimize your
website. Our consultants will review your website today with no-obligation. Professional SEO
services involves targeting traffic from consumers that use specific keywords and key phrases
(typed into search engine queries) to reach your site. Based on the relevance and authority your
website has for those keywords, your site appears higher or lower in the organic / natural search
results (where they can find your website).

We are one of the Most leading SEO Service " TEAM " @ india. We are located at Coimbatore. We
are offering best quality SEO services to our clients in USA, UAE and South Africa. We have an
expert SEO " team " to enhance your business sales and Promotion Day by Day.
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A logo is a graphic image which is used to represent a business or product. The logo design is of
immense importance and must compliment your business strategy as it often helps form the
Customerâ€™s first impression of your business and products.

E-Commerce

In E-commerce services we offer other companies whatever they need to sell their products and
services on the World Wide Web including a web server to serve a company's pages, web site
design which includes catalog pages and potentialities needed to accept, process, and confirm
sales orders.

Other services we are offering

Flash Gallery, Wesite Banner Ad's, PHP Feedback Forms, Blogs, Article Submission, PHP Forums,
Email Marketing, Photo Rework, Invitation Design, Flex Design, Bill Books, Letterheads, Business
Cards, Brochures, Flyers and all Graphic Design. We also provide Multimedia training and courses
at Coimbatore.

TEAM AD'S . Coimbatore, INDIA

Mobile - +91 90420 96924.

Tel.No - 0422 4372336.

E-mail - admin@teamads.com

Proprietor - +91 99422 20302

Business Hours - 10.00 a.m / 08.00 p.m

Business Days - Monday - Saturday
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and scripting language, we focus on the clients goals to bring their vision to life.
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